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Always open, always available
With electronic reference books from Gale and our publishing partners, researchers can instantly
access thousands of eBooks on virtually any subject. These trusted, authoritative reference works
are available 24/7 through our state-of-the-art Gale Virtual Reference Library platform, providing
an unprecedented combination of functionality and features.

eBooks: Reference made easy
References in eBook format provide a wide range of benefits. In addition to saving shelf space,
eBooks can be searched individually or as a complete collection. Online access makes popular
titles available to multiple users — and not just during business hours. Your library users can link
to reference content through your OPAC or directly from the Table of Contents or Index pages.
With electronic references, you can offer unlimited circulation of your collection. Plus the ability
to cross-search titles means faster, more comprehensive results.

Give power to your users with the benefits of eBooks:
-	Thousands

of full-text eBooks from Gale and our publishing partners

-	Authoritative
-	24/7
-	No

references, updated and in electronic format

access from any Internet-connected computer

more damaged pages or missing volumes

-	ReadSpeaker

technology (text-to-speech) allowing text
to be read aloud to users and downloaded in MP3 format

-	Cross-searchable

with select periodical databases and
Gale Resource Centers

-	No

special reader or hardware required

-	Unlimited
-	Ability

simultaneous use

to print, e-mail and download articles

-	On-demand
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content translation into 11 languages
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The document toolbox
allows users to print or
e-mail articles, download
articles to handheld
devices, create and
export article citations
in multiple formats and
much more.

Proven titles from the
most respected publishers
In addition to Gale references, Gale Virtual Reference Library offers titles from carefully selected
partner publishers. These partnerships allow access to a wide range of electronic references,
including hundreds of titles in the core disciplines of arts, biography, history, literature, science,
health and medicine. eBooks make it easy to build a collection with thousands of titles from leading
reference publishers, and with eBooks you own the content just as you would a print title.

eBook titles are available from:
-	ASCD

(Association of Supervision and
Curriculum Development)

-

Linworth Publishing, Inc.

-

Lucent Books

-

Blackbirch

-

Macmillan Reference USA

-

Cambridge University Press

-

McGraw-Hill

-

Charles Scribner’s Sons

-

Oxford University Press

-

Columbia University Press

-

SAGE Publications

-

Dorling Kindersley

-

Salem Press

-

Elsevier Inc.

-

Schirmer

-

Gale

-

Springer

-

Greenhaven Press

-

St. James Press

-

Greenwood Publishing Group

-

U∙X∙L

-

Grey House Publishing

-

And dozens of others

-

Idea Group, Inc.

-

Information Plus

-	Information

Science Publishing

-

John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

-

Kogan Page
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Purchase Options
All Gale Virtual Reference Library titles are available to purchase. We are now also able to offer
specific subject collections on subscription. Visit www.gale.com/gvrl for a full GVRL title list.

Subscription packages
Our eight subject-specific packages of Gale titles make it easy to provide researchers with a broad
range of titles within a specific subject area. Each package contains a collection of our most popular
and relevant titles, saving you both time and effort, and ensuring that your library has a thorough
coverage of a particular subject. With GVRL on subscription you always have access to the very latest
edition of a title.

Collection subject areas:
-	Arts

& Literature

-

Business

-

History

-

Medicine

-

Religion

-

Science

-

Social Science

-

Academic*

* The Academic Collection brings together all of the above 7 GVRL subject collections

Visit: http://gale.cengage.co.uk/controls/library.aspx?fileID=1340
for a full list GVRL subject collection titles
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Searching made simple
Our innovative, state-of-the-art eBook
platform makes it easy to quickly access
authoritative reference information. A
subject guide allows researchers to browse
all available publications by subject area.
Users can combine the following criteria to
create as broad or narrow a search as they
want and use limiters — such as publication
date, subject/discipline and readership level
— to refine their search.
-

Title

-

Keyword

-

Image captions

-

Publisher

-

Author

-

Full text

-

Publication name

-

ISBN

-

Starting page

Quickly access articles with Basic Search.

From the search results page, users can view a full-text article
in HTML or PDF format. Narrow results by searching within
the results list, or by selecting document or publication type.

Highlighted search
terms are red wherever
they appear for easy
identification.
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Build your own customised Resource Center
By combining eBooks with Gale’s InfoTrac
periodical content, you can create your own
Gale Resource Center — customised to meet
your collection development, curriculum
and budget needs.
For example, you can create your own
cross-searchable Environmental Science
Resource Center by combining the
Environmental Studies and Policy Collection
of periodicals with eBooks such as
Encyclopedia of Environment and Society
(SAGE Publications), Encyclopedia of Global
Environmental Change (John Wiley & Sons,
Inc.), Encyclopedia of Endangered Species
(Gale), and Encyclopedia of Energy (Elsevier).

Combined with periodical content, eBooks allow
you to instantly create a pool of authoritative and
varied content on virtually any subject
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Added value for your library:
Free Gale support resources
Promote your library and boost usage of your collection with these marketing support resources
available free from Gale.

Have it your way!
It’s easy to create eBook subcollections for
school assignments or popular search topics.
Use the custom Subcollection Manager to
select relevant eBooks, name the subcollection
and add a description. Then post a link to
the subcollection from your homepage
or course page using one of our free subjector series-specific graphic banners.

RE:sources to help you drive traffic
Access our free monthly e-newsletter
and subscribe to our RE:sources blog to
pick up tips, share ideas and learn about
new features and titles. Simply visit
http://resources.gale.com.
We also offer free posters, bookmarks,
‘e’ stickers, press release templates and
much more on our “Power to the user” site
at www.gale.com/power.
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More than double usage with search widgets
Increase usage even more with free search widgets. We can provide widgets in a variety of formats
for posting directly on your library or course homepage, as well as Facebook pages, blogs, iGoogle
pages and more. Gale can also provide the raw code for search box functionality so you can create
your own customised widgets.
The eBook search widget gives users quick access to all of your
eBooks from Gale and our publishing partners

The eBook subcollections widget allows users to search a
specific customised subcollection

The Gale PowerSearch™ it! widget gives your users
one-click access to all your eBooks, InfoTrac periodical
databases and select Resource Centers from Gale

Download widgets for free at http://access.gale.com/widgets.

Librarians are saying …
“Gale Virtual Reference Library enables Buckinghamshire Libraries to provide easy access to expensive
reference books that historically were held at one site. We recently bought the 20 volume McGraw Hill
Encyclopedia of Science and Technology. It is used far more heavily than the ancient hard copy publication
we used to hold at Aylesbury. It is easy to use all of the Cengage products as they are on one dedicated URL
and can be searched together. This is especially useful for remote access users.
As we go through various funding crises it is reassuring to know that we only pay a small amount a year
electronic maintenance and buy titles as we are able to. This financial flexibility is missing with most
suppliers who send us large annual invoices to maintain access to their subscriptions.”

- Christine Huglin, Information Specialist
“I can offer higher quality, expensive reference titles to every library branch, not just the main library or
our regional libraries…Access to reference titles at home is great; it extends our reference collection – on
demand – beyond the library building.”

- Andrew Breidenbaugh, Coordinator of Reference & Information Services
For more information and a complete list of titles, contact your
Gale Representative at +44 (0)1264 332424, email
emea.enquiries@cengage.com or visit www.gale.com/GVRL.
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